
DAL'X- a roguish and original game for your mac.

Using the demo:
Before you launch the game, change to 256 color mode.
Type "O" to play in panoramic mode, "N" for a smaller game window.
(Oui is French for Yes - Get it?)

Press any key to start the game. 

You control a small character using the arrow keys. 
Use the "return" key to shoot or to activate the teleporters.

Be careful, the monsters will try to keep you from reaching your objective. 
Game play is timed.  The timer is on the lower left part of the screen. 
When your time expires, you lose a life.
Every contact with a monster takes away from your time. 
To avoid a monster, it is necessary to shoot it. 
Shooting a monster gives you more time, missing costs you time! 
Shooting a monster "freezes" it momentarily, during which it is harmless.
The fourth time you shoot a monster, it disappears.
Passing over a skull or a voodoo doll sometimes causes you to 
slow down or loose the ability to shoot.

Collect each of the 9 Blue & Yellow puzzle tiles and bring them to the 3 x 3 gray grid.  
Pass over puzzle pieces to collect them.  The piece shows up in the diamond in the center of the 
lower part of the screen.  

Solving the puzzle: 
(We'll guide you through placing your first tile.)
Bring your character to the extreme lowest part of the screen on the plate with some blue 
embedded squares.  As soon as you are there, the plate pulses. 
Press "return" to activate the teleporter and you find yourself transported! 
Slide down the ramp, then move over the 9 pieces of the 3 x 3 gray grid in order to find the right 
drop spot.  The tile will drop automatically in the correct place.  At that time, that piece will 
dissappear from the diamond in the middle of the lower part of the screen.  Go after another 
puzzle tile.  Get it, then use the teleporter to get back to the gray puzzle grid.

When you complete the puzzle, you complete the level and see a digitized picture.

In order to quit the game, Press "Open Apple-A". 
(The US English keyboard differs from the French Keyboard layout.)

Good Luck!

PS: At the title page, press "C" to change the keys used to control the character.

The DAL'X complete version has:

- Two versions of play: 1 player, or 2 players simultaneously.



- 15 levels in the 1 player game
- 15 levels in the 2 player game
- 13 digitized pictures displayed at the end of levels.
-   2 types of graphic environments
-  More than 15 different bonuses: 



   add time, accelerated movement, accrued shots, free life, invulnerability.
- 30 blocks of different types:  teleporters, wells, swamps.

You can order it from:

MEDIAGOGO 
210 rue du Faubourg 
St-Martin, 75010 PARIS 

Send your complete address on paper mentioning Dal'X Mac with 
69 F + 15 F Shipping, total:  84 F.

You can also order the first part of the Bomb'X Collection, for 
69 F + 15 F Shipping, total:  84 F. 

Or order both Dal'X and Bomb'X for
120 F+ 15 F Shipping.

Bomb'X is a multi player arcade game (up to 4 persons simultaneously)
with 50 different backgrounds using 2 different digitized decors.


